Abstract: This paper proposes and demonstrates a physical layer security-enhanced transmission scheme for discrete Fourier transform spread orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (DFT-S-OFDM) signals in a passive optical network. During the DFT-S-OFDM transmission, the reconfigurable DFT matrix, the subcarrier allocation, and the training sequence for OFDM symbol synchronization are well encrypted by digital chaotic sequences generated via a 4-D hyperdigital chaos, which provides a huge key space of $10
Introduction
Along with the rapid growth of the demand on broadband service, passive optical network (PON) has becoming a promising solution to meet this challenge in the next-generation network because of its predominant advantages, such as its simple structure, low cost, energy savings, and high capacity [1] . Meanwhile, owning to high spectrum efficiency and the robustness to fiber dispersion, the optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) format has been adopted as a good candidate for future access network.
However, the data transmitted in PONs can be easily eavesdropped by illegal users, due to the reflection at the power splitters and the broadcast structure of PON [2] .The security of largescale data transmission in PON has become a big challenge and urgent in recent years. By virtue of the specific characteristics of chaos, i.e., the ergodicity, the pseudo randomness and the high sensitivity to the initial values, chaos-based secure transmission with reliable security in the physical layer has attracted much interest [3] - [5] . However, most of previous chaotic implementations in physical layer security for optical OFDM-PON ignore the data transmission performance. The exceptional reports were the chaotic random partial transmit sequence (PTS) and selected mapping (SLM), but both of PTS and SLM schemes require redundant sideband information to be generated and shared between the transmitter and receiver, which reduces the effective data rate while increasing the computational complexity [3] , [4] .
In this paper, we propose and demonstrate a novel physical layer security scheme with better transmission performance and no requirement of redundant sideband information, using chaotic discrete Fourier transform spread orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (DFT-S-OFDM). In the proposed scheme, the multi-level data encryption is achieved with a key space of $10 45 via chaotic discrete Fourier transform (DFT) precoding, chaotic subcarrier allocation scrambling, as well as chaotic training sequence for OFDM symbol synchronization. Moreover, the OFDM transmission performance can also be significantly improved, due to the remarkable reduction of peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) of DFT-S-OFDM signals if compared with traditional OFDM transmission. The secure transmission of 13.3 Gb/s encrypted 16 quadrature amplitude modulation (16QAM) DFT-S-OFDM signals is demonstrated over 20 km standard single-mode fiber (SSMF). In addition, the scheme reduces the computation complexity and accordingly cuts the costs of OFDM transceiver hardware.
Principles
The schematic of the proposed secure DFT-S-OFDM transmission scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1 . At the transmitter, the input serial pseudo random binary sequence (PRBS) stream is firstly encoded by QAM mapping after serial-to-parallel (S/P) conversion, then sent for encryption. The chaos-based data encryption is divided into the following three steps: chaotic training sequence insertion for OFDM symbol synchronization, DFT precoding through a chaos-based M Â M DFT matrix generation (M is the total number of subcarriers), and chaotic subcarrier allocation. The number of subcarriers is expanded to N after zero padding (ZP), the OFDM symbol is then converted from frequency-domain to time-domain by N-point inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT).
Conventionally, the DFT matrix has been widely adopted to reduce the PAPR of OFDM signals, which is defined as
where E ðÁÞ represents the function of mean value. After the amplitude of all the subcarriers is normalized by N, the PAPR can be expressed as [6] PAPR where AðnÞ is the non-periodic autocorrelation function of OFDM symbol, and n is the subcarrier index. Assuming F is the M Â M DFT matrix, the matrix element is given by
where ; are the indexes of row and column respectively. Since the OFDM symbol precoded with DFT matrix has a better non-periodic autocorrelation function, the corresponding PAPR becomes lower than the case without DFT [7] . In this paper, one of the key ideas is to encrypt the OFDM data using a reconfigurable matrix F 0 , which is generalized from Eq. (3) into
where m; n are the real constants which can be generated later using chaotic sequences. Mathematically, the reconfigurable DFT matrix F 0 still holds the same basic features as the original F, for instance, the inverse matrix of F 0 is equal to its conjugate matrix. Furthermore, all of the elements in F 0 are in geometric sequence with the same common ratio of e Àj2=M for the same row or column indexes.
To verify whether or not the new DFT matrix F 0 still has the fundamental capability of reducing the PAPR of OFDM signals, the non-periodic autocorrelation functions can be evaluated for OFDM symbols precoded with F 0 . Assuming the kth OFDM symbol is
, where T denotes the transpose of matrix, the DFT precoded OFDM signal becomes
As shown in Fig. 2 , the OFDM symbol t ðk Þ precoded with the DFT matrix F or F 0 produces the same non-periodic autocorrelation function. It can be noted that from Fig. 2 , the autocorrelation function has different shapes of sidelobe, while the sidelobes of OFDM signals precoded with DFT are generally lower than those without DFT in the same modulation format. This implies that, the DFT precoding using the reconfigurable matrix F 0 can reduce effectively the PAPR of OFDM signals in the same way as F.
Moreover, the normalized non-periodic autocorrelation functions presented in Fig. 2 were obtained from randomly-generated constants m; n in F 0 , where the m; n can be either integer or decimal numbers. The modulation formats for the OFDM subcarriers were Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK), 16QAM, and 64QAM respectively, and the length of OFDM symbol was 768.
In order to directly evaluate the PAPR, the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) is illustrated in Fig. 3 , for the cases of OFDM signals with and without the reconfigurable DFT precoding, where 100,000 OFDM symbols were applied in the formats of QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM, while Nyquist sampling rate was adopted. It can be noted that, regardless of the modulation formats, the OFDM signals with the reconfigurable DFT have lower PAPR if compared with the cases without DFT, while the differences at the probability of 10 −4 are about 3, 2.3 and 1.9 dB respectively for QPSK, 16QAM, and 64QAM. The CCDF curves in Fig. 3 provide also a good evidence to prove that, the reconfigurable DFT does significantly reduce the PAPR of OFDM data signals.
Due to the fact that the values of m; n in the reconfigurable matrix F 0 have no impact on the DFT performance, and they can be varied within a large numeric range (either integer or decimal), thus they can be employed as the secure keys to encrypt the original OFDM data. Besides the security enhancement, the OFDM transmission performance improvement can also be expected via the PAPR reduction due to the DFT precoding.
In terms of computation complexity of the proposed DFT-S-OFDM scheme, if compared with other PAPR optimization approaches such as PTS and SLM [3] , [4] , the DFT precoding algorithm contains neither optimization operations nor multiple IFFT operations, therefore it results in much lower computation complexity, as well as simpler transceiver and receiver [7] , [8] . More importantly, the proposed secure DFT-S-OFDM scheme requires no additional sideband information to be generated and shared between the transceiver and receiver.
To obtain digital random sequences for the variable parameters in OFDM data encryption, a 4-D hyper chaos is employed to generate the digital chaotic sequences, which is expressed as [9] 
where the parameters a, b, c, d and e are real constants. The digital chaotic sequences of fx i g, fy i g, fz i g and fu i g are generated from the solution of (6) using the Runge-Kutta method.
On the basis of the property of sensitive dependence on initial conditions, only a minor deviation from the original value will transform the chaos into another significantly different status. As Fig. 4(a) shows, under a tiny discrepancy ð$ 1 Â 10 À15 Þ of the initial values, the chaotic sequence fy i g presents different evolution with the change of iteration number. Fig. 4 (b) and (c) reveal the self-correlation and cross-correlation of the chaotic sequence fy i g. It can be concluded that the self-correlation is close to function and the cross-correlation reaches to zero function which means that the sequence has the high sensitivity with respect to the initial values and a good quality of randomness, which is of utmost importance for the reliability of encryption algorithm.
The initial values of the hyperchaotic system are used as the secure keys between OLT and ONUs. Since the decryption and demodulation procedures at ONUs and the encryption and modulation implemented at OLT are inverse operations, if the initial values at ONUs have any tiny deviation from the ones at OLT, it would lead to totally different chaotic behaviors and produce the wrong synchronization training sequence, the wrong DFT matrix and wrong subcarrier allocation, which ensures the sensitivity and security for the encryption of OFDM transmission.
First, the fx i g is digitalized as [5] 
where Extractðx i ; m 1 ; m 2 ; m 3 Þ is to obtain an integer that is formed by the m 1 th, m 2 th, and m 3 th digits in the decimal part of x i , and modð; "Þ returns the remainder of divided by ", and B represents the divisor, which is set to 256 in our scheme. The digital sequence fD x ;i g is applied to produce a training sequence for OFDM symbol time synchronization, as shown in Fig. 1 . To obtain the accurate synchronization, one illegal user who has no knowledge of the chaotic training sequence has to try ðN 0 þ NÞ=N 0 times on average, where N is the total number of subcarriers and N 0 is the length of cyclic prefix. In addition, the pseudo-random characteristic of chaos provides the ideal training sequences for accurate OFDM symbol time synchronization.
Second, the chaotic sequences fy i g can be digitalized into
where n j donate the n j th digit in the decimal part of y . Similarly, fD z;i g is obtained from fz i g in the same way as fD y ;i g. The fD y ;i g and fD z;i g are then applied as m; n respectively to generate the DFT matrix in Eq. (4) . Therefore the input OFDM data is well encrypted by the two chaotic sequences fD y ;i g and fD z;i g. Finally, the fourth chaotic sequence fu i g is used to generate the scrambling criterion for subcarrier allocation before ZP. After an array fw i g ði ¼ 1; . . . ; MÞ is obtained from fu i g, where M is the total number of subcarriers, the elements in fw i g are re-arranged into fw Generally the key space is usually employed to quantitatively evaluate the robustness of an encryption scheme. In the proposed security scheme, the initial values of the hyper chaotic system are served as the secure keys between optical line terminal (OLT) and optical network units (ONUs). In (6), each of the chaotic sequences provides a conservative key space of $10 15 , which can be derived from Fig. 4(a) , where only a small deviation ð$1 Â 10 À15 Þ of the initial value y 0 will make the chaos enter into an entirely different state [3] . In this proposed DFT-S-OFDM data encryption scheme, the 3-level independent encryption (fD y ;i g, fD z;i g and fD u;i g) offers a key space of $10 45 . Assuming the fastest computing speed in the world is $ 2:5 Â 10 13 s À1 , one malicious attacker has to spend 1:3 Â 10 24 years to obtain the correct keys, which provides extreme high security for the encrypted DFT-S-OFDM data transmission to resist any brute-force attacks [10] . Moreover, the secure key space is even bigger in number, if taking the iteration times in (6) or even (6) themselves into consideration.
Experimental Details
The experimental setup of the proposed chaotic DFT-S-OFDM transmission encryption scheme is plotted in Fig. 6 . At OLT, the FFT size of the original OFDM signal was 1024. The PRBS bit stream was firstly mapped onto 769 subcarriers, of which 384 subcarriers carried 16QAM data, and other 384 subcarriers were filled with Hermitian symmetric data to perform direct intensity modulation after IFFT, one was unfilled direct current subcarrier, and the rest of the 255 subcarriers at the edge were zero padded to perform IFFT. After inserting the chaotic training sequence for synchronization, the chaotic DFT precoding with a size of 384, chaotic subcarrier allocation and parallel-to-serial (P/S) conversion, a cyclic prefix of 1/8 length of OFDM symbol was added to each OFDM symbol. The generated signals were loaded into an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG, Tektronix, 7122C) with a sample rate of 10 Gs/s to generate electrical OFDM signals. The net data rate of 13.3 Gb/s ð10 Gs/s Â 4 Â 384=1024 Â 8=9Þ signal was then converted into optical signal through a continuous-wave laser at 1550 nm and a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM). At ONU, a 20 Gs/s real-time oscilloscope was applied to realize sampling and digitalization after direct detection via a photodiode (PD). The waveform and optical spectrum of OFDM signals are also shown as inserts in Fig. 6 .
Results
The bit error ratio (BER) measurements are presented in Fig. 7 for the encrypted 16QAM OFDM signal. The encrypted DFT-S-OFDM data were correctly recovered by the legitimate ONUs, with a power penalty of 0.9 dB (BER@10 −3 ) before and after 20 km SSMF transmission. It can also be noted that, due to the effective PAPR reduction via the proposed chaos-encrypted DFT, the BER performance of the encrypted DFT-S-OFDM signals was improved ∼2 dB (BER@ 10 −3 ), if compared with the cases of original OFDM transmission without DFT. Moreover, for any illegal ONU with a wrong key, even a very small deviation of $1 Â 10 À15 , the DFT-S-OFDM signals cannot be correctly decrypted. The corresponding two constellations for legal and illegal ONUs are plotted as inserts in Fig. 7 , which further confirms the feasibility of the chaos-encrypted DFT-S-OFDM signal transmission.
To quantitatively evaluate the BER sensitivity dependence on the mismatch of row or column parameters Ám; Án in the reconfigurable DFT matrix F 0 in the proposed scheme, the BER performances with respect to the parameters Ám; Án are shown in Fig. 8 , where the modulation format is 16QAM, while the received optical power was −9 dBm. From Fig. 8(a) , when Ám 9 0:01, the BER will be significantly deteriorated ðBER 9 10 À3 Þ, which implies the data cannot be correctly received, even by means of forward error correction. It can also be observed that, along with the increase of Ám, deterioration becomes more serious, as shown in the corresponding constellations.
Similarly, the BER sensitivity on the column parameter of the reconfigurable DFT matrix in F 0 is presented in Fig. 8(b) . As shown in Fig. 8(b) , the data can be only recovered when Án G 0:01. The results also reveal that, the rotation angle in the corresponding constellations becomes bigger with the increase of Án. The different BER behaviors with respect to Ám; Án confirm again that, it is preferable and beneficial to choose two independent values of m; n in the new DFT matrix in F 0 to further increase the state space in the proposed DFT-S-OFDM data encryption scheme.
The total state space provided by the proposed 3-level OFDM data encryption scheme can be evaluated as follows. First, the row and column parameters in DFT matrix in the experiment can be varied from 0 to 384 with the sensitivity of 0.01, which provides a state space of $1:5 Â 10 9 ð38400 Â 38400Þ for each OFDM symbol. Second, the number of possible subcarrier allocation states will be 384!. Thirdly, the training sequence for OFDM symbol time synchronization increases the state space by a factor of ∼9. In total, the proposed scheme will generate a huge number of the state space to guarantee the secure DFT-S-OFDM data transmission.
Conclusion
We have proposed and demonstrated a secure optical DFT-S-OFDM transmission scheme using chaotic training sequence insertion, chaotic DFT matrix precoding, and chaotic scrambling of subcarrier allocation, where a huge key space is obtained via a 4-D hyper chaos. The BER performance of the encrypted OFDM signal transmission was improved ∼2 dB (BER@10 −3 ), due to the significant reduction on the PAPR of DFT-S-OFDM signals. Besides, the OFDM data encryption scheme provides additional advantages such as low computation complexity and no requirement of redundant sideband information.
